The smart grid (SG) is a promising platform for providing more reliable, efficient, and cost effective electricity to the consumers in a secure manner. Numerous initiatives across the globe are taken by both industry and academia in order to compile various security issues in the smart grid network. Unfortunately, there is no impactful survey paper available in the literature on authentications in the smart grid network. Therefore, this paper addresses the required objectives of an authentication protocol in the smart grid network along with the focus on mutual authentication, access control, and secure integration among different SG components. We review the existing authentication protocols, and analyze mutual authentication, privacy, trust, integrity, and confidentiality of communicating information in the smart grid network. We review authentications between the communicated entities in the smart grid, such as smart appliance, smart meter, energy provider, control center (CC), and home/building/neighborhood area network gateways (GW). We also review the existing authentication schemes for the vehicle-to-grid (V2G) communication network along with various available secure integration and access control schemes. We also discuss the importance of the mutual authentication among SG entities while providing confidentiality and privacy preservation, seamless integration, and required access control with lower overhead, cost, and delay. This paper will help to provide a better understanding of current authentication, authorization, and secure integration issues in the smart grid network and directions to create interest among researchers to further explore these promising areas.
Introduction
The smart grid (SG) refers to a revolutionary power delivery system with several notable features like balancing supply-demand, monitoring inflicted loads, and integrating distributed and renewable energy that provides electric power to the consumers in a more efficient, reliable, and stable manner [1] . It is expected that in the future smart grid, the demand response (DR) technology will enable consumers to efficiently use and pay for the required electricity by reducing or shifting the usage during peak hours in order to maintain the demand-supply balance in the electric grid [2] . Similarly, monitoring dynamic loads and the integration of distributed and renewable energy enable the maximum utilization of sharing energy resources and efficient management of the power requirement in the system. In the traditional power grid, the electricity is delivered to the consumers with one-way flow. On the other hand, the SG provides a two-way electricity and information flow between the supplier and the consumers of electric power. To enable these features, information exchange between different components of the smart grid is necessary. Generally, a neighboring gateway (NAN-GW) collects electricity consumption information from smart meters (SMs) and sends it to the CC of the nearest substation through remote terminal units (RTUs) via wireless networks or wired link [3] . An overview of the smart grid network architecture is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Security and privacy issues are one of the most important challenges faced by the future smart grid. These issues include lack of mutual authentication between communicated entities, risk of various cyber-attacks, unauthorized access to the resources, revealing of device's and network's private information to the communicating entity, etc. The requirements of the SG network are different from that of the traditional information network. Most of the information network deals with confidential information. Hence, they prioritize the confidentiality first then the integrity, and least the availability of information. On the other hand, the SG network is primarily responsible for the availability of information, as well as the integrity protection of the message, and then the data confidentiality and privacy [4] .
Before allowing any entity to have an access over a network and its associated resources, it is required to authenticate the entity, which may be a device or a user, and then verify the authorization and control policy based on the entity's identity. Authentication verifies the user's identity while the authorization verifies whether the user has valid permissions to access the requested resource. Authentication is one of the key challenges in the SG communication. The modern power grid makes use of supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems with communication protocols. Unfortunately, protocols used in these systems are often vulnerable to man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks, replay attacks, impersonation attacks, and the cryptographic keys used in various devices of the system might be compromised [5] . Connecting the SCADA system with other communication networks (e.g., Internet) significantly increases security and privacy threats [6] , and is one of the major challenges in many countries around the globe [7] . Many researchers are actively working to build secure and efficient authentication protocols in order to solve various communication challenges, and security and privacy issues exist in the SCADA [8, 9] , home SG environment [10] , security management and the SG operation [11] , message delivery in the SG [12] , and vehicle-to-grid (V2G) systems [13] . Secure integration in the SG network is also strongly required as various modules and entities receive data input from different other modules and send data output to several modules and entities. In such scenarios, maintaining data integrity and the secure integrated communication among various entities and control modules are necessary. Data integrity refers to maintaining accuracy and consistency of the data in the database or when transmitted over the network, while secure integrated communication allows a reliable real-time information exchange within the system. Data integrity can be maintained by using either hash functions, such as SHA1, SHA256, etc., in which variable length input is converted into a fixed length hash code, or by the message authentication code (MAC) functions, such as cipher-based message authentication code (CMAC), hash-based message authentication code (HMAC), one-time MAC, etc., where variable length input with a secret key is mapped to a fixed length MAC code. MAC functions provide data integrity as well as authenticity of the message. In this paper, we provide a comprehensive overview of various security and privacy issues in the SG with focuses on mutual authentication, access control, and secure integration. The existing survey paper by Liu et al. [24] provides a comprehensive overview on device issues, networking issues, dispatching and management, and anomaly detection. Different from the existing survey, we also take into account the authentication issues in the HAN and the V2G network. Furthermore, we present the state of the art solutions to secure access control and integration in the SG. The following is a summary of our contribution in this work:
(1) We organize the requirements of mutual authentication and privacy preservation among various SG entities (devices, user, and network) and highlight the objectives for developing an efficient and secure authentication protocol for the SG. (2) We perform a critical analysis of the existing work. We observe that there is no such protocol that provides mutual authentication among HAN environments, energy providers (EP) and GW, and AMI network. (3) We discuss the V2G communication (using DR technology) requirement in comparison with VANET and RFID technology. Further, we perform a careful evaluation of existing literature in terms of efficiency and security. (4) We also summarize and explain the secure integration and authorization that is essential to further enhance the secure communication in the SG system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the requirement of mutual authentications in the SG network along with the existing authentication protocols. Section 3 discusses various available protocols for the V2G network. The existing authentication protocols considering authorization and integration in the SG are presented in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. Section 6 highlights the current issues and future directions. Finally, Section 7 provides the conclusion of this work.
Authentication in the Smart Grid (SG) Network
Authentication is the process of proving an identity to a given system, including users, applications, and devices [7] . In a typical SG network, there are millions of devices interacting among each other. For information exchange in the SG network, involved entities must be bi-directionally authenticated.
Authentication Types in the Smart Grid (SG) Network
Mutual authentications in the distributed SG network can be categorized as follows:
(1) Device-to-device (e.g., SM-to-GW/AG, GW-to-RTU, RTU-to-CC); (2) Device-to-network (e.g., vehicles and SG network in V2G system, home appliances (HAs) and HAN network); (3) User-to-network/device (HAs and network interaction).
Device-to-Device Authentication
In the smart home environment, various smart devices and HAs communicate with each other via HAN. Secure communication among devices is a vital for SG security. The authentication server (AS) of the SG system must authenticate all the associated SMs of HAN. Apart from this, the SMs and the other HAs must be secured from various attacks such as impersonation, data forgery attack, etc. A couple of identity-based authentication and public key infrastructure (PKI) mechanisms are proposed by Lee et al. [25] to offer mutual authentication between smart devices. However, the security analysis of the scheme is not discussed.
Device-to-Network Authentication
A mutual authentication between all the devices and the HAN is required. During an authentication, the cryptographic key of each device must be protected against any theft, attack, or misuse over the network. Current approaches of protecting cryptographic keys require user interaction, which is again a drawback or a loophole in the SG security system if the bi-directional authentication is not provided between the user and the system. Paverd and Martin [26] designed a system, which provides hardware security to the cryptographic key of specific device using dynamic root of trust for measurement (DRTM) late-launch functionality.
User-to-Network/Device Authentication
Users play an important role when initially setting up the devices and the network. It is important as the malicious devices and forged connections can reveal the private information of users. This can be achieved by setting up a user password to each device and the network so that users have control over these entities. Vaidya et al. [19] proposed an authentication scheme for a mobile RFID (radio frequency identification)-based SG network, but the scheme generates memory overhead and incurs additional cost.
Authentication Protocols
In this subsection, we discuss the challenges and desired objectives of authentication protocols in the SG network, and the existing solutions with their pros and cons towards meeting these objectives.
There are some standardized protocols exist in the literature for the SG, which support authentication process, such as device language message specification/companion specification for energy metering (DLMS/COSEM) for the AMI network and OpenADR for the demand response program. The DLMS is an application layer communication protocol and COSEM is a data model. Both together provide an interface model for metering applications belonging to IEC 62056 standards, such as electricity [27] . Basically, three authentication procedures are used by DLMS/COSEM, i.e., no security (public access with no identity verification), low level security authentication (server identifies client by password), and high level security authentication (mutual identification) with exchange challenges. DLMS/COSEM specifies its own security services (authentication and confidentiality), which may not necessarily be an advantage as it is restricted to symmetric key encryption. If smart meters combine their measured data with digital signatures, the meters would need asymmetric keys that can be used in secure sockets layer/ transport layer security (SSL/TLS). However, DLMS/COSEM does not allow the use of TLS/SSL. The support for asymmetric encryption is done by the European committee for electro-technical standardization CENELEC TC-13 [28] . Further, DLMS/COSEM protocol is suitable only for the AMI network of the smart grid in which a large number of smart meters are involved. Similarly in demand response, OpenADR, a standard development effort supports authentication based on public key cryptography with exchange of certificates [29] . This standard maintains a hierarchy of certified authorities and requires a PKI to use three-tier PKI technology, which ultimately results in high cost.
In addition, some standardized authentication protocols also exist, such as remote authentication dial-in user service (RADIUS) and diameter protocols for the 2G, 3G, and 4G cellular networks. RADIUS is used to provide remote user authentication and accounting in 2G, 3G, and 4G networks, and WLAN interworking and Wi-Fi offload situations [30] . It provides centralized services and maintains a central database. However, the smart grid requires decentralized solutions as a single-point-of-failure can massively affect the centralized system. Furthermore, RADIUS has poor scalability and uses the user datagram protocol (UDP), which does not provide reliable data transfer. Therefore, it is not suitable for the smart grid where the availability of information is extremely important. Further, diameter protocol is an authentication, authorization, and accounting protocol used in networking, which supports transmission control protocol (TCP) instead of UDP. However, it does not provide transition support and application level congestion control [31] . Additionally, its supported capabilities are sometimes more expansive. Diameter implementation supports peer authentication between communication endpoints using a pre-shared key. Hence, it brings some key management issues and is not suitable for large systems, such as the smart grid. Further, RADIUS and diameter protocols do not directly protect against denial-of-service (DoS) attacks carried out by flooding the target equipment with bogus traffic. In the case of V2G network having mobile vehicles, a modified diameter with scalable asymmetric cryptographic support may be used to prevent against well-known attacks.
Unlike the other communication systems, the SG system requires timely authentication. The proposed authentication protocol in the SG network should be cost effective and efficient in terms of overhead as the authentication process happens to be frequently executed among billions of the entities (users, devices, etc.). Furthermore, if the system is not secure against various security attacks and failures, the adversary can compromise the system resources and can affect the authentication process. This may happen if the adversary is able to drop some information or control message that is needed to complete the authentication process. In this case, even if the authentication is fast and efficient, it will never complete. Since there are billions of entities involved in the SG network, installation and uninstallation of the devices in a secure and authentic manner requires trust among these entities. In other words, the device, as well as the engineer, must be verified by the controller in the SG network when these operations are performed that may require trusted hardware setup.
A secure and efficient buffer management may be required at the AGs in the SG network, which are responsible for receiving a large volume of information from the various SMs, and at the memory stack of controlling devices in the SCADA system to prevent buffer overflow-based DoS attacks. Furthermore, the confidentiality is strongly required along with the privacy preservation of the information. In the SG network, we need to hide the identity and other relevant information of the devices, such as SMs and EVs, from the other entities. For example, a compromised AG may breach the privacy of the SM and can harm/mislead the user by tracing its pattern and energy consumption details. Similarly, some personal information, such as consumed units in every time slot, need to be encrypted over the network when providing it to an untrusted entity, such as an AG.
Moreover, the performance of the system is important for satisfying the system requirements as well as supporting a huge number of devices. The evaluation metrics comprise of communication and computation overheads generated by the protocol, execution time of the protocol, delay at intermediate entities, and message transmission time. A solution is scalable, if it can support the authentication for a huge number of devices and can be further extended if required, with reasonable execution time and low overheads. Timing accuracy in the SG varies from few microseconds to few seconds depending upon different communication scenarios among various entities. In power communication networks, such as smart grid, reliability, security, and real-time message delivery have higher priorities than providing high throughput. Therefore, latency requirement is much more important in smart grid system [32] . The communication latency needed for the transmission system protection is in the order of a few milliseconds [33] and authentication time varies up to few seconds [1] . Furthermore, the computation complexity of various functions used in the protocol should be as low as possible to be scalable.
The security and performance objectives for developing a secure and efficient authentication protocol with secure network environment in the SG network end-to-end at power distribution among various entities, such as users, devices, CC, utility provider, etc., are listed as follows: Obj-1: Low execution and protocol delay; Obj-2: Low computational and storage cost; Obj-3: Low communication and computation overhead; Obj-4: Resistance to attacks and failures; Obj-5: Trust among SG entities; Obj-6: Buffer management; Obj-7: Confidentiality and privacy.
Obj-1: Low Execution and Protocol Delay
The authentication protocol in the SG must be fast enough and should use the system resources as less as possible. In certain cases (such as IEC 61850 Protection Class 2/3), multicast messages in the transmission substation network should be delivered within 4 ms as mentioned by Wang et al. [34] and Khurana et al. [35] . Since several mutual authentications must be performed among various SG entities in a distributed manner, the protocol execution time and the end-to-end delay are critical in the SG system. Fast authentication with low delay improves the overall efficiency of the system and enables the computations under the threshold. Sule et al. [36] made a change in the message authentication protocol by Fouda et al. [37] and used a variable MAC between the AMI devices and the controller nodes instead of HMAC to reduce the time for verification. However, it involves only HAN-GW and BAN (building area network)-GW communication. Lee et al. [38] analyzed the security requirements in the SG environments and proposed a certification structure and a chip design for an efficient message authentication between a SM and the HAs. Further, Tsang and Smith [39] presented a bump-in-the-wire (BITW) solution, which maintains security during time-critical communications over bandwidth-limited serial links between the devices in the legacy SCADA system. Their solution guarantees data authenticity and freshness, and achieves low latency. A time-valid one-time-signature (TV-OTS) as a data authentication protocol for potential use in the SG applications is proposed to enable secure multicast, low latency, and sufficient lifespan even at high data rates [40] .
Obj-2: Low Computational and Storage Cost and Obj-3: Low Communication and Computation Overhead
Since there are numerous entities involved in the SG system, computation and storage costs are big issue. As well, communication and computation overhead are also a major concern, as it will affect the bandwidth requirement and the overall efficiency of the SG system. In order to accomplish these objectives, multicast authentication can be used in various applications of SG, such as wide area network (WAN) security, demand-response protection, substation security management, etc. However, the existing multicast authentication solutions are not suitable for the SG due to the requirements of fast authentication (low delay) and small computation and storage costs. The schemes relying on per-packet signature and verification introduce substantial computation cost. In this direction, Li and Cao [41] have introduced a one-time signature scheme for multicast authentication in the SG, which reduces the storage cost by eight-times and lowers signature size by 40% as compared to HORS by Reyzin and Reyzin [42] , and prevents message forgery attacks. After that, a batch verification and signature authorization protocol that generates low overhead and provides fault tolerance was proposed by Li et al. [43] . However, the protocol does not provide authentication among SM, HAN, and HAs. Nicanfar et al. [44] proposed a scheme that provides the mutual authentication between the SM and the AS of the SG. This scheme is based on an identity-based PKI and reduces the exchanged packets during authentication, but, generates a large overhead. Zigbee authentication protocol also has some security weaknesses that were overcome by Im and Oh [45] . This scheme reduces the number of key distribution messages per node. A matrix based homomorphic hash is used by Kim and Heo [46] to decreases the amount of computations at SM as compared to the exponential operation based hash. Further, a scheme presented by Lu et al. [47] reduces the pairing operations in aggregation and verification to improve the computational efficiency in the SG network. Many schemes are not well suited in the SG due to their large key sizes. In order to match this requirement, a one-time signature scheme that uses fewer resources at the receiver with modest signature sizes and lower sender computations is proposed by Katti et al. [48] .
Obj-4: Resistance to Attacks and Failures
Due to having IP-based communication networks, (e.g., Internet), the SG networks are likely to be challenged by a variety of malicious attacks, such as replay, MITM, traffic analysis, impersonation, and DoS. There are certain situations in the SG where the multicast message must be authenticated and its integrity is protected so that the involved entity can know that the received message has come from a legitimate source and has not been tampered over the network. This can happen when phasor measurement units (PMUs) measure voltage and current in a WAN and multicast these parameters to the CCs [49] . Another situation may arise when utility centers multicast demand-response commands to different home appliances and request them to turn-off power during the maintenance or during peak hours of power consumption [50] . In the absence of authentication, an attacker can easily tamper with the message, replay the previous message, or send a fake message to the device that results in an inconsistent state of the SG.
In this paper, we consider four broad categories of cyber-attacks in the smart grid communication: interrupting availability, violating integrity, compromising confidentiality, and compromising privacy [32, 51] . Attacks interrupting availability include DoS attack, replay attack, and delay, block or corrupt the communication in the SG. Attacks violating integrity include modification of data exchanged by malicious user and false data injection attack in the SG. Attacks compromising confidentiality in the SG include unauthorized information from network resources, MITM attack, impersonation attack, and attacks on aggregation. Attacks compromising privacy in the SG include user tracing attack, identity theft attack, and attacks on billing systems.
Various researchers have proposed solutions to resist the SG system against different attacks. We discuss some recent solutions in this paper. Oh and Kwak [52] proposed a scheme that provides mutual authentication between the SM and the data concentration unit (DCU). They claimed that the scheme provides confidentiality and integrity to the transmitted messages and disallows impersonation and MITM attacks between SM and DCU. However, their scheme neither discusses the generated overhead nor provides a complete authentication in HAN. Further, in order to prevent these attacks, Fouda et al. [37, 53] presented a light-weight authentication scheme, which is based on the Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol and a hash-based MAC. This scheme provides the mutual authentication between only the HAN-GW and the BAN-GW. Chan and Zhou [54] proposed a two-factor cyber-physical device authentication protocol in order to prevent cyber-physical attacks in the SG. Their protocol is a combination of contextual factors based on physical connectivity and the conventional authentication factor in the challenge-response protocol. Their solution provides assurance on digital identity of a device as well as its controllability in the physical domain. Recently, Li et al. [55] proposed an authentication scheme for the SG system that protects against replay, injection and message modification attacks, by using a Merkle hash tree technique for secure SG communication. However, only a scenario between the HAN and the NAN is considered. Three different authentication mechanisms for the devices in the HAN between gateway-smart meter, smart appliances-HAN, and transient devices-HAN are proposed by Ayday and Rajagopal [56] . However, security and overheads of these approaches are not discussed. A robust and efficient protocol based on the elliptic curve cryptography is proposed by Zhang et al. in [57] , to achieve mutual authentication and key agreement between the substation and the smart appliances.
Further, a solution for substation-level authentication using server-aided verification was provided by Vaidya et al. [58] , in which IEDs and other resource-constrained devices can be authenticated by any remote users with the help of the substation controller (SSC). Unfortunately, this scheme is vulnerable to replay attacks and message integrity can be easily violated. Authentication and key management protocols for unicast and multicast communications are discussed by Nicanfar et al. [59] . These protocols provide resistance against various security attacks and generate low overheads. Since the modern password-based authentication mechanisms are inadequate, an approach using biometrics is proposed by Gao [60] to authenticate users accessing the SG. Moreover, a scalable password-changing protocol SCAPACH for the device authentication is proposed by Tabassum et al. [61] based on asymmetric, as well as symmetric, key cryptography. It employs physical per-operator, per-pole-device information, and changeable secret salts to generate new unique passwords and secret keys every time a pole device is accessed.
Obj-5: Trust Management
Since control systems in the SG are distributed in nature, the establishment and the maintenance of the chain of trust is important [7] . During authentication and communication, the trust among the SG entities such as user-to-network, device-to-network, and device-to-device should be maintained. This can be achieved by introducing a protocol with a trust element or verifying the identity/certificate of the entity, e.g., device attestation.
Metke and Ekl [62] stated that a strong authentication technique is a requisite for all users and devices within the SG network. It is expected that in the near future, the current protocols may not be fast enough requiring a scalable key and trust management system. A Diffie-Hellman-based security aggregation scheme for collecting data, proposed by Kursawe et al. [63] , generates lower computation and communication overhead, but, does not consider SMs authentication. Recently, Fadul et al. [64] discussed the trust management toolkit, which uses network-flow techniques and reputation-based trust to improve the SG protection system that can work well in the presence of an untrusted SG entity.
Obj-6: Buffer Management
According to the study of buffer-flooding attacks by Dong et al. [65] , on distributed network protocol (DNP3)-based SCADA networks with actual hardware and software, the present SCADA system is quite vulnerable to DoS attacks. In a scenario where the messages received by SMs have some predefined size, there is a possibility of buffer overflow attacks that enables an adversary to modify system parameters present in the memory stack [66] . The buffer or the memory stack that stores various parameters/variables related to protocol must be secured against buffer-related attacks, such as DoS attack (sends flood to the SG entity with fake command messages and drops the original authentication commands), overflow attack (stop sending the messages to recipient if overflow occurs), etc., so that the authentication process is not affected. Choi et al. [67] analyzed the buffer overflow attack detection and its affected parameters. Wang et al. [34] proposed a scheme based on one-time signature and hash chaining, which provides fast signing and verification of messages and buffer-free data processing. Further, Tsang et al. [39] applied a MAC to the byte streams with less buffering.
Obj-7: Confidentiality and Privacy
Data confidentiality is required when we need to send some information in unreadable format over the network. For example, the AMI is accountable of collecting and transferring data and commands among the central controllers, AGs, and SMs. All the SMs send their data to the AG in the encrypted form so that the untrusted AG can no longer know the exact metering data values received from each SM. In authentication schemes, the sender needs to send a secret key or some number value to the recipient in a secure manner. The AMI is also prone to many privacy concerns. The privacy of the customer in terms of power usage, billing, and other information must be preserved during the authentication along with the privacy issues related to the SMs, such as data collection, transmission and other information. We also need to protect (hide) the actual identity of each device, such as SM, over the SG network so that the adversary cannot keep a track. Many times, it requires that the AG or CC should not know some specific information of the home users. In such situation we should implement both, privacy (to hide the actual SM/user identity over the network) as well as confidentiality (to send secret key or other parameter to the recipient over the SG network). An authentication scheme must overcome these privacy concerns and generate as little overhead as possible among AMI entities. In fact, we need to provide authentication, integrity, and confidentiality services together for a secure authentication scheme. In this direction, Bekara et al. [68] proposed an identity-based authentication protocol, which offers source authentication, data integrity, and non-repudiation services. This scheme also preserves customers' privacy in AMI. However, it does not justify other expected protocol capabilities, including overhead, cost, and efficiency. Yan et al. [69] presented an integrated authentication and confidentiality (IAC) protocol, which provides mutual authentication between the SM and the AMI network, and enables data privacy, integrity, confidentiality, and trust services. The IAC scheme performs better in terms of packet loss and end-to-end delay. Although, it also proposes a hop-by-hop data aggregation using a network routing backbone [70] , which is a deciding factor for information route optimization [71] , it does not provide a full authentication in the HAN-AMI environment. Sikora [72] proposed an open metering system (OMS) security protocol for secure SM communication, which employ a mutually-authenticated SSL protocol also in the local metrological network using an additional authentication and fragmentation layer (AFL).
In order to prevent from revealing the electricity usage patterns, a privacy-preserving scheme using a tamper-resistant device and pseudo identities is adopted by Chim et al., in [73] . However, the attack analysis and overheads computations are not performed. Recently, a privacy-preserved scheme is proposed by Chim et al., that does not allow the CC (power operator) to know which user has made the request using more/less power until the power is actually used [74] . Cho et al. [75] proposed an efficient privacy-preserving authentication for lossless data aggregation scheme (PALDA) that provides privacy preservation when collecting total sum of energy usage for a group of smart meters and when collecting individual energy usage of individual smart meters for a desired period of time. However, security analysis of the scheme is not discussed in detail.
Based on these objectives, we evaluate existing protocols in terms of security and efficiency. Table 3 summarizes the existing authentication protocols. Tsang et al. [39] :
Pros: low end-to-end communication latency and buffering by constructing a HMAC based bump-in-the-wire (BITW) secure solution within timing constraints.
Cons: higher latency than some of the existing solutions.
Wang et al. [34] :
Pros: fast signing/verification by combining one-way hash chains with time valid one-time signature scheme, avoid frequent public key distribution, and buffer-free data processing as one-time signature is used.
Cons: relatively large public key of size 8KB to 10KB and need synchronization among entities. Cons: high cost from using PKI; upgrades in SG require significant dependence on distributed intelligence and broadband communication capabilities.
Fouda et al. [37] :
BAN-GW
Pros: achieves mutual authentication, low storage cost and overhead by establishing a shared session key between SMs with Diffie-Hellman exchange protocol and a hash-based authentication code.
Cons: long execution time for a large number of messages, the delay is around 11 s or 140 SMs per BAN.
Li and Cao et al. [41] :
Pros: signature scheme with low signature size reduces storage cost; limited storage is needed for home appliances and field devices; computation cost is manageable as computations can be flexibly allocated to the sender or receiver based on their computing resources; secure against message forgery attacks.
Cons: has large public key size and requires 7168 one-way hash functions; may not be cost effective for low computation process. Cons: large number of keys is used; changing the meter group requires expensive re-keying.
Vaidya et al. [58] :
Pros: lightweight solution using server-aided verification mechanism; efficient for the remote access to the IEDs.
Cons: does not defeat some of the security attacks.
Nicanfar et al. [59] :
Pros: presents authentication and key management protocols that defeat security attacks and incur lower overhead by generating and broadcasting only one function periodically by the server.
Cons: large number of keys is generated and computed.
Sule et al. [36] :
Pros: a variable length fast message authentication code between AMI devices and collector nodes is used that reduced verification time.
Cons: not efficient for a large number of HAN-GW as compared to batch verification approach. However, HAN-GW can wait and combine several messages together to have single tag and send it across to BAN-GW.
Li et al. [43] :
Pros: authentication with data aggregation (AG signatures in a batch) provides fault tolerance and generates low overhead.
Cons: the process is time consuming that involves deploying signature aggregation, batch verification and signature amortization.
Oh and Kwak [52] :
concentration unit (DCU)
Pros: provides mutual authentication and session key establishment between the smart meter and DCU; secure against impersonation, MITM, providing message confidentiality and integrity.
Cons: significant computational overhead.
Bekara et al. [68] :
HAN-GW, HA, EP
Pros: certificateless Identity-based and asymmetric key cryptography-based protocol provides integrity, non-repudiation, users' privacy.
Cons: generates high overhead; ECDSA signature scheme is used while other more efficient schemes are available in the literature. Choi et al. [67] :
actuators, IED
Pros: effective detection process of decision tree algorithms for buffer overflow attack using the Waikato environment for knowledge analysis (WEKA).
Cons: buffer is used when traffic stopped; SG attacks are not considered.
Gao [60] :
Pros: a privacy-enhanced method of applying fingerprint in biometric authentication improves the security of users accessing to the SG.
Cons: requires additional device/hardware for biometric purposes.
Kim and Heo [46] :
DCU, AS
Pros: matrix-based homomorphic hash-based protocol lowers computations as compared to homomorphic hash based on exponential operation.
Cons: overall huge overhead, security against attacks is not discussed.
Lee et al. [38] :
Pros: efficient message authentication with certification structure between a SM and the HAs by using a simple hash function.
Cons: not efficient when a large number of entities communicate with each other because the file structure is used.
Yan et al. [69] :
Pros: low packet loss and end-to-end delay using the symmetric key for the message authentication code; also provides data privacy, integrity, and confidentiality.
Cons: not efficient for the sparse deployment of few smart meters; large number of encryption and decryption operations shows down the performance.
Lu et al. [47] :
Pros: aggregates protocol generates comparatively lower overhead; eliminates the Map-To-Hash hash and reduce the pairing operations in aggregation and verification to improve the computational efficiency.
Cons: security against various other attacks is not discussed.
Nicanfar et al. [44] : (2014) -
Pros: reduces the number of exchanged packets by decreasing the steps of secure remote password protocol from five to three.
Cons: high cost from using PKI, and periodically need to refresh all public/private key pairs as well as any multicast keys in all the nodes using only one newly generated function broadcasted by the key generator entity. Chan and Zhou [54] :
IED, CS, backend server
Pros: protects against cyber-physical attacks by a two-factor authentication protocol that combines a novel contextual factor based on physical connectivity in the power grid with the conventional authentication factor in the challenge-response.
Cons: privacy of device's identity is not preserved and may lead to user tracing and identity theft attacks.
Li et al. [55] :
Pros: uses the Merkle hash tree based technique that generate low computation overhead; solution is secure against replay, injection, message modification.
Cons: large hash function computations; topmost node is crucial as a single point of failure or compromization may massively affect the solution.
Fadul et al. [64] :
Pros: network-flow and reputation-based trust toolkit; automatic diagnosis of some types of hardware/software failures; potential to detect calibration errors; ability to operate protection schemes through failures.
Cons: additional complexity and need of a communication infrastructure.
Cho et al. [75] :
Pros: guarantees privacy-preserving for (1) collecting total sum of energy usage for a group of SMs, and (2) collecting individual energy usage of individual SM for a desired period of time; lower communication overhead using a homomorphic encryption algorithm; relatively fast execution.
Cons: security analysis is not provided in detail.
Chim et al. [74] :
HAN, BAN, NAN, CC
Pros: filters messages before they reach the CC, which reduces the impact of attacking traffic; maintains privacy-preservation during aggregation.
Cons: more overhead, prevention against attacks is not discussed. 
Batch Authentication in the Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) Network
Apart from the home environment (HAN, SM, HAs, AMI) authentication, another crucial requirement for the authentication are in the V2G communication network. The geographically-distributed vehicles' energy can be used to provide electricity for power load balance in the SG networks. In order to balance the power outage between the supply and the demand, the EVs or plugged-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) charge during off-peak periods and discharge during on-peak periods. Figure 2 illustrates a V2G communication scenario. Many messages exchanged during communication between vehicles, AGs, and CCs require a careful resistant investigation against various attacks, privacy protection, bi-directional authentication, information integrity, etc. 
Security and Privacy Challenges in the Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) Network
The specific protocols are required in the V2G network as the vehicles are allowed to charge, as well as discharge, their battery to the grid many times in a real-time environment. The authentication scheme must enable joining and disjoining of the vehicle dynamically for charging/discharging purposes. Further, the mobility of the vehicle is another issue. The vehicle can perform these operations within HAN as well as in the visiting area network (outside of the home network). The design of authentication protocol also varies when we consider distributed, as well as centralized, V2G network for vehicle charging and discharging.
The ISO 15118 standard specifies the scope of the automotive as well as the infrastructure (load-balancing) side. For the automotive side, it discusses the human-machine interface (HMI) interactions and the integration with the standardized V2G message flow. On the infrastructure side, the communication with the head-end systems is enabled using the DLMS/COSEM AMI [76] .
The available security in DLMS/COSEM is security suite zero defined by AES-GCM-128 for authenticated encryption and AES128 for key wrapping. In order to enable the communication interoperability between the different deployed systems, ISO and IEC are working together for developing standards for the V2G communication interface, which is the protocol family ISO/IEC 15118. It specifies messages to be exchanged between the electric vehicle communication controller (EVCC) and the supply equipment communication controller (SECC) based on PLC. These protocols depend on the charging mode and scenario, identification, and authentication methods.
Security requirements of the V2G network include authentication, message integrity, and data confidentiality. According to IEC 15118-2 only unilateral authentication (only server side authentication) is mandatory and mutual authentication (both server and EV authentication) is optional [77] . However, mutual authentication is one of the mandatory requirements for an authentication scheme in order to defeat redirection and impersonation attacks, where the vehicle and the local AG verify each other's identity. The secret information should be sent over the network in such a way that only the respective recipient can extract the information. For example, the vehicles input their personal preferences at the charging station and are further sent to the AG/server. Additionally, the integrity of each message sent over the network must be maintained. There are some privacy issues that exist in the V2G network as well, such as vehicle's identity, vehicle charging/discharging location, battery status of the vehicle, selection of operation (charging or discharging) to be performed, and time duration for such an operation. An adversary or any untrusted entity in the SG network can misuse this information and can also trace the users' patterns and behavior. It may lead to some serious privacy issues. Therefore, the security and privacy issues are more challenging in the V2G network [24, 35] . In the following subsections, we will examine the existing authentication protocols for the V2G system.
Existing Authentication Protocols in the Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G)
In this subsection, we discuss different types of existing authentication protocols for the V2G network.
Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA)-Based Protocols
Naccache et al. [78] constructed a digital signature algorithm (DSA)-based batch verification protocol where a signer generates n-signatures through the interactions with the verifier, and then the verifier validates these n-signatures simultaneously. After that, Harn [79] introduced an interactive batch protocol, in which the same private key (same sender) is used to sign a batch of packets. However, this scheme is inefficient due to pre-computation of all generated signatures for the batch. Bellare et al. [80] proposed a protocol for a V2G network based on a variant of DSA. However, it increases the authentication time due to large modular exponential and multiplication computations. Further, Harn [81] proposed another multiple DSA-type signature scheme. However, it does not always produce the true results when it groups the same base terms together and adds the exponent terms together.
Hybrid Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)-Based Protocols
In 2010, Guo et al. [82] had introduced a hybrid authentication protocol for the V2G system in order to authenticate the messages one-by-one. Further, Vaidya et al. [83] proposed a multi-domain network-based protocol that incorporates a comprehensive hybrid PKI model (hierarchical and peer-to-peer certifications). However, it does not discuss authentication. Afterwards, Guo et al. [84] proposed a batch authentication protocol (UBAPV2G) that is able to achieve low authentication delay, computational cost, and communication traffic compared with the one-by-one authentication scheme.
Certificateless Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)-Based Protocols
Tseng [85] introduced a certificateless PKI-based privacy-preserving protocol, which protects the identities of vehicle owners using a partially-blind signature scheme, and maintains identity and location privacy, confidentiality, and integrity of communications. Hwoever, authors have not discussed efficiency, cost, and generated overhead during authentication. Then, Yang et al. [86] proposed an identity blind signature-based framework for vehicle monitoring. However, it is not clear whether the protocol is resistant against security attacks.
Aggregated Identifier-based Protocols
In 2012, Liu et al. [22] proposed an aggregated-proof-based privacy-preserving authentication scheme (AP3A), which works under home and visitor modes. Since, the vehicles are interacting with the different groups, different security and privacy requirements need to be considered. Using this approach, multiple battery vehicles (BVs) can be simultaneously authenticated by an AG to conserve communication resources without revealing the individual's privacy. Later, Liu et al. [87] suggested a battery status-aware authentication scheme (BASA) to address the battery-related issues of vehicles in the V2G networks. This scheme introduced an aggregated-identifier to hide each vehicle's identity from revealing the location related information. The scheme improves the anonymous power data transmission using an aggregated-status for data protection. However, both protocols [22, 87] , are inefficient since they generate large overhead during the V2G authentication.
In summary, although some privacy-preserved authentication protocols exist for the V2G network, these protocols either generate huge overhead or do not present security analysis to justify that they defeat various security attacks. Therefore, there still remain many research challenges to develop a privacy-preserved, secure, and efficient authentication protocol in the V2G network.
Authorization and Access Control in the Smart Grid (SG) Network
Authentication and authorization (AA) are two completely independent concepts that are essential for secure design of the system. Authentication mechanism verifies the identity of the entity (user, device, etc.). By enabling mutual authentication, the involved entities can verify whether they are connected to the legitimate entity at the other end or not. On the other end, authorization mechanism verifies whether the entity has required permissions or rights to access the desired entity/resource or perform desired operation. Authorization is close to access control, but they are exactly the same. Authorization generally refers to the decision policy of whether a user is allowed/denied, while the access control refers to the enforcement mechanism for the required security with base access controls on physical attributes, sets of rules, lists of individuals' identities, etc. A fine-grained authorization refers to an expansion of access controls. It is a mechanism to protect the privacy of various entities by authorizing each entity with different capabilities of accessing resources. It clearly differentiates between a legitimate and an invalid user. Hence, it is an important property for maintaining privacy protection in the SG network.
Authentication, authorization, and control policy together are also referred as an access control mechanism. It is strongly required in the SG system as various users with different roles access billions of devices in the network. Generally, there are three types of access control mechanisms: user-based access control (UBAC), role-based access control (RBAC), and attribute-based access control (ABAC). Access control mechanism can be centralized or decentralized with static or dynamic attributes/functional policy in nature. In a centralized access control, all data are stored and managed in a central location in different modules, such as control panels and reader control modules. It is simple and easy to manage. However, a single point of failure can affect the system massively or even stops the service. On the other hand, decentralized access control enables more flexibility to individuals and usually follows a rule-based policy. Adding and/or deleting a control module using a decentralized access control policy does not affect the whole system, rather it reduces the cost and long distance connections. Furthermore, unlike general or static access control, dynamic access control uses place, time, and purpose according to the context information as conditions for access permissions [88] .
In this direction, Bobba et al. [89] proposed a policy-based access control scheme, which is based on the centralized key distribution center (KDC). Unfortunately, the online requirement and having a single central body of the system (the single-point-of-failure will shut down the complete system), KDC rather becomes the drawback. Chen and Kim [90] discussed the relation distribution over a control system and approach to identify the access privileges in the HAN network. They proposed a RBAC scheme, which authenticates the privileges using a message hash code. However, the security of this system is not justified. The highly demanded access control among SG entities results in security threats and vulnerabilities. In order to control these issues, Kim et al. [91] proposed an access control mechanism that supports scalability, interoperability and flexibility of multi-domain smart grid system. They proposed a domain-of-domain (DoD) approach based on role attributes based-access control (RABAC) to fulfil the scalability and interoperability in the SG network. However, the security of the proposed approach is not verified. After that, Ruj and Nayak [92] suggested a decentralized security framework for the SG network that carries out access control as well as data aggregation. Their approach is based on the additive homomorphic encryption scheme and the attribute-based encryption that overcomes the drawbacks existing in a scheme by Bobba et al. [89] . Wu et al. [93] recommended a fault tolerant fine-grained access control scheme, which involves fuzzy identity-based encryption with lattice-based access control and detect error-correction coding. This scheme resists against the corruptions implied by the noisy channels and the environmental interferences. Recently, Yeo et al. [88] introduced a dynamic access model for secure user services in the SG, which is based on the appropriate access context type for the SG users. The approach applies a context-based user security policy to enable users' dynamic access control.
There are many other authorization schemes for the SG based on a service oriented architecture (SOA), reference architecture, modeling for interconnected domains, RBAC modeling, multi-authority access control for attribute revocation, and multilevel multi-factor authentication and attribute-based authorization. The SOA based on web services is proposed by Jung et al. [94] as a convenient way to provide data infrastructure capabilities on the exchanged information such as customer energy feedback, billing and invoicing of variable tariffs, demand side management, and efficient charging of EVs in the SG. However, system overheads are not discussed. Further, Ryba et al. [95] proposed authorization as a service architecture in the SG and Zhang and Chen [96] proposed a data-centric access control for the SG services. Various challenges in defining and enforcing consistent authorization policy are described by Lakshminarayanan [97] , but the paper does not describe the implementation part and other important aspects, such as overheads and execution time. Further, a new model that extends the network access control from a single security domain to multiple domains for interconnected microgrids, is presented by Cheung et al. [98] . However, it is not clear whether for a large SG network this policy would be effective. A RBAC model-based access control mechanism is extended for the SG systems by Rosic et al. [99] considering the regional division and a concept of areas of responsibility (AOR) for providing an efficient and consistent policy with a greater level of granularity. However, the RBAC based model may significantly increase complexity. Further, a multi-authority access control with efficient attribute revocation (MAAC-AR) scheme for the SG by Liu et al. [100] achieves fine-grained access control, collusion resistance, privacy preservation, and secure attribute revocation. Yet, this scheme generates a large storage overhead. Further, a lightweight and efficient security solution for substation automation system is proposed by Vaidya et al. [101] to provide multilevel multi-factor authentication and attribute-based authorization by deploying public key certificates, and zero-knowledge protocol-based server-aided verification.
As we discussed in this section, authorization is important for supporting secure communication among various entities of the SG. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) also suggested a distinct need for a lightweight, secure, and efficient AA protocol to mitigate intrusion and distributed DoS (DDoS) attacks targeting resource-intense AA mechanisms [7] . In the view of large network systems, such as smart grid, a decentralized access control scheme is recommended in order to reduce the overall cost of adding and deleting entities in the system. Furthermore, ABAC is preferred over the user-based and the RBAC when the system is defined with large attributes or the user role is computed dynamically. Although some researchers presented attribute-based decentralized access control scheme, such as [92] and [88] , they either do not justify resistance against security attacks or generate large overhead.
Secure Integration in the Smart Grid (SG) Network
Integrity refers to preventing unnoticed alteration of information by an adversary while secure integrated communication allows a reliable and efficient real-time control and information exchange. In the SG and V2G networks, various modules and entities communicate with each other. Thus, the integrity of information and secure integration among the various modules of these networks are essential. It is important to understand the different directions and areas of integration in the SG network to securely integrate various SG entities. These integrations in the SG can be the technology integration [102] , data integration [103] , Internet-of-things (IoT) integration [104] , customer-oriented integration [105] , renewable generation integration [106] , SOA-based smart grid integration architecture [107] , secure integration of the home energy management system to the battery management system [108] , etc.
There have been some standardization efforts for secure integrations in the SG. The IEC 61850-80-4 standard defines a one-to-one mapping of the IEC 62056 object identification system (OBIS) codes to the logical nodes for seamless integration [109] . The objective is to expand the availability of meter information to other smart grid applications defined within the IEC 61850 framework. Reilly et al. [110] examined that the implementation of advanced control capabilities in the integration of IEC 61850 devices from different suppliers within the substation as well as integrating IEC 61850 with other types of protocols are presented, but still require information to be available in a timely manner for making decisions. It is also challenging to properly integrate these large applications from different vendors, each with a different method of implementing IEC 61850 in their devices, to an upgraded platform. There are also some integration issues due to redundant GW. Similarly, the industrial challenge is to develop more comprehensive common information model (CIM) that covers majority of the utility requirements for the integration. Current CIM Interoperability tests demonstrate how multiple vendors can interoperate using CIM compliant integration only with limited functionality [111] . In summary, the integration software must support device independence and should be user friendly.
Some secure integration approaches have also been proposed by researcher community. In this direction, a secure integration approach was presented by Lee et al. [112] in which smart meters with communication ports for third party integration can share the data at the same time to both local building management system and the utilities. Further, feasible technical solutions are proposed by Rui [113] related to the data format translation from legacy data into CIM-based data, security concerns between different applications with time consistent constraints. However, a detail analysis of these solutions is needed. Recently, Jafary et al. [108] discussed secure integration of HEMS that supports Ethernet to the battery management system to support controller area network (CAN).
Generally, most of the adversaries in the SG network target the private user information and network management information. In this direction, various researchers either introduced new attacks or evaluated the overall integrated system. In 2009, Liu et al. [114] introduced a new attack, called false data injection, to the monitoring center in order to compromise SMs. Then, Papadopoulos et al. [115] introduced a model that evaluates various control methods, transient responses, and overall dynamic behavior of the system using the network of SMs. Monacchi et al. [116] system architecture focused advanced technologies that can be deployed towards secure integration in the SG network. Further, Guobin et al. [117] analyzed the effects of bulk energy generators, distributed energy resources, and storage devices on power grid based on power cumulative cost and service reliability.
Researchers have also introduced new architectures for the V2G system by considering the impact of energy and mobility of vehicles on integrated V2G interfaces. In this direction, recently, Kovacs et al. [118] introduced a core system architecture for an end-to-end integration of V2G communications interface under EU co-funded FP7 project "PowerUp" and discussed the critical SG integration aspects for each protocol layer within the V2G communications protocol stack. The impact of energy and mobility with respect to the supporting service and a dedicated infrastructure network is highlighted by Brusaglino [119] . It suggests that an e-mobility management provider should interface energy supply stations with the vehicle drivers through an ICT system to coordinate the charging request or the energy supply opportunity with the grid status. A concrete implementation of a charging management system (including stakeholders' requirements, V2G interface, integration of vehicles, and virtual power plant management) is evaluated by Heuer et al., in [120] . Further, an overview was presented by Einwachter and Sourkounis [121] over already investigated problems and developed solutions in order to draw a general map of grid integration and the utilization of the EVs flexibility.
In summary, the data integrity is focused by the researchers' schemes in the SG as well as V2G networks. However, the secure integrated communications among different control modules and entities have not been explored and evaluated in detail. These integration points in the SG as well as V2G networks can be a point of attack by the adversary, if sufficient care is not taken.
Current Challenges and Future Directions
There are several challenges with the current authentication protocols in terms of efficiency, overhead, cost, delay, privacy, etc. One of the major concerns is that unfortunately, there is no such protocol that exists that provides mutual authentication among HAN environments (HAs, SM, HAN-GW), energy provider, BAN-GW, NAN-GW, and AMI network (SM, AG/collector, RTU, and CC). Further, we suggest emphasizing the importance of user involvement when authenticating the HAs (during initial setup), since they generate and send data that belong to a particular user. Further, there is not yet an authentication protocol that fulfills all the proposed security and performance objectives in the SG network. The privacy protection in the home environment as well as in the V2G network is an important requirement for the SG. The protocol must not reveal the confidential and private information related to any entity involved in the authentication process. The access-based scheme is a good solution for providing the sufficient and required access to each entity after the authentication. Further, the V2G network also needs a secure and efficient batch verification-based authentication protocol with manageable overhead, and low end-to-end delay. Additionally, integration of device-to-device (SM-to-HAs, V-to-V) and device-to-network (SM-to-HAN-GW, V-to-RTU/NAN-GW) mutual authentication is needed in the design of future protocols for the home as well as V2G systems.
Lastly, a secure and efficient SCADA architecture (including RTU, IED, programmable logic controller, phasor data consolidator (PDC), PMU) with the optimum routing backbone network is required in order to strengthen the capability to perform secure data transfers in the SG, as the generic industrial control system (ICS)/SCADA system does not consider the existing security issues.
Conclusions
We have presented the current state of authentication, access control, and secure integration in the SG. We first defined seven objectives of the authentication protocol in order to fully provide efficient and secure communication environment. We critically evaluated the existing work, and identified future directions for developing efficient and secure authentication protocols for the future SG and V2G systems. We observed that mutual authentication among all entities and privacy prevention of communicated information is still a great challenge in the home environment as well as in the V2G network. We also found that some recent contributions based on access control mechanism are able to overcome some of the existing security and privacy issues. Further, the secure integrated communications among different control modules and entities in the SG need to be explored in detail.
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